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Section 4. DIELECTRIC WAVE GUIDES: CALCULATION OF A MULTI-

LAYER WAVE GUIDE

G. D. Hozhkov, A. S. Belanov, V. F. Vzyatyshev

ON THE APPLICATION OF DIELECTRIC WAVE GUIDES IN A SUB-
MILLIMETER WAVE RANGE

At this time there are several factors which prevent the wide-

spread application of dialectrio wave guides (DV) in a submillimeter

wave range. The basic factors appear to be attenuation and the ne-

oessity of reducing the lateral dimensions of the DV in order to

maintain a single wave regime.

Attenuation in DV, although slower than in hollow metallic wave

guides, Is increased with a shortened wave length. With current

materials with a loss angle on the order of 2-10 " for single wave

wave guides*, it reaches 6 + 10 db/m, somewhere on the border be-

tween the ranges of millimeter and submillimeter waves.

In connection with this, for the application of DV in a sub-

millimeter wave range, it is necessary, primarily, to achieve a sub-

stantial reduction of attenuation in them. One of the possible ways

of solving this problem involves the use of DV made from special

materials. In fact, owing to the peculiarity of the propagation

mechanism in DV (62), the basic cause of attenuation appears to be

in heat losses in the material of the wave guide, so that the atten-

uation Is proportional to the loss angle of the material.

) They exist In the form of DV with a significant slowing down,

which can be subjected to bends and twists.

(1)



Is It possible to lower the loss angle of materials In the mil-

limeter and submillimeter wave ranges? Specialists on the electric-

al properties of dielectrics think that such possibilities do un-

doubtedly exist (63). As far back as 1964 a pelvfthylene was derived

with ke .74 . /o * s' at a frequency of 55.2 ' cycles per second

(64). If such a loss angle was maintained up to a frequency of 300

&4c 5  cycles per second, then DV from this material would have at-

tenuation of around I db/m for a wave length of I millimeter.

Recently a reDort was published concerning work being done by

several English firms aimed at finding special materials for DV,

having significantly smaller losses in the submillitmeter wave range,

than in well known materials. In (65) is a discussion of the first

achievements in thts directio,

Nevertheless, even if materials were obtained with small losses,

difficulties remain which are connected with the small dimensions of

the cross section. It will be difficult to implement such DV with

the fulfillment of necessary allowances. Besides this, with the

small dimensions of the DV the Junction of the wave guide outlets

of the separate nodes Is hindered during the assembly of devices

made from them,

Specific difficulties are caused by the fact that the approach

to the DV, for example, for the purnose of fastening, of each of the

external subjects disturbs the inner electromagnetic field and causes

(2)



additional losses and emission. In the millimeter range iatisfaot-

cry solutions have been found to the problem of fastening with the

help ef elements made from foamy materials, and also with the help

of metallic elements. In the submillimeter range elements made from

foamy materials can become Impracticable because of cemmensurability

of the dimensions of their p4u. and wave length, and In metallic

elements~fastenings excessively Increases the ohmic losses.

As long as the same DV, especially when made from polymer ma-

terials, have little hardness, It becomes extremely difficult to

ensure the mechanical rigidity of the devices lzI the DV, And also

to ensure the stability of the relative location of the DV In the

sections of the distributed connection.

It Is known (6b) that In order to maintain a single wave re-

gime, one should not exceed a certain critical value for higher wave

modes of the so called reduced size de/ In DV. (1)

From (I) It follows that It Is possible to Increase the physi-

cal dimensions of DV, d, If the dielectric constant of the material

of the DV, fi, Is reduced. Unfortunatolyj the minimal value of &

of known uniform hard dielectrics is close to 2. The use then of

pmous inkerlals llke foamy oolystyrene Is difficult because of the

necessity of deriving the " by the diameter, of a significantly

lower wave length, And also because of Insufficient rigidity of the

latter.

(3)



Nevertheless there Is another possibility of raising the la-

teral dimensions of the DV. It Involves the Increase of the die-

lectric constant of the environment of 1Lin (i). In practice this

corresponds to the transition to a multilayer DV.

Nultilayer DV

The simplest example of such a DV Is a bar made from material

with£, In a massive uniform casing made from material with 6. If

such DV are made, for example, from polyethylene (E,. 2.28) In a

teflon casing (&,2.08), the lateral dimensions of the polyethylene

bar might be Increased approximately 3 times In comparison with the

case of Its ispssSLme& in air (e4 = 1).

With the use of the multilayer DV it ts easy to also solve the

problem of fastening, as long as the field in the casing is quickly

dampened during removal from the bar. The problem of the junction

Is also alleviated. Nevertheless if the casing surrounds the bar of

the DV on all sides, access to the Inner field of the DV Is hampered,

and also the control of the parameters of the devices with the dis-

tributed connection.

One must not forget, that together with the useful effect -

the Increase In the lateral dimensions of the guide bar and area of

the field - of the DV the guiding properties deteriorate In the cas-

Ins. They can be characterized by the value of slowing down with

(4)
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respect to the environment, which can not be more than the value

., - /, and in a single wave regime, as a rule, does not ex-

ceed the value ,mi,,,//2. For example, in the variant of the

polyethylene-teflon DV discussed abovet

The poor guiding properties of the multilayer DV are revealed

in the fact that emission in the bent sections will occur even with

extremely large radii of the curvature. The most significant might

appear to be the fact that the total (for emission and heat) angle

attenuation in the bent section with radius R oL z 01i .B(2 )

as was shown in (66), can not be less than certain minimal value

Of *004, attainable with an optimal bend radius Bot. We shall make

an apnraisal of these values.

For the angle attenuation owing to the emission in db/rad from

(66, 67) we have Oti- 55' exp (-1i.8R'. ,). (3)

where is the slowing down of the wave with repect to the medium

RV a is the relative radius of the bend in wave lengths in the

surrounding medium a

For heat loss (in db/unit of length) from (66) It is possible

to record o =  (4)

where 8, and Sa are the angle losses In media C, and ; k ad ka

are the structural attenuation factors. In our case

with this ki  wl irrespective of the form of the profile and

dimensions of the wave guide. If we still put = then the

oerrelation (4) will take the form C' (5)

(5)



By substituting (3) and (5) in (2) and differentiating accord-

Ing to R, for R' we derive H', 0.0848 (6)

where y Is the root of the equation (y-1)e~ .9~+S 7

By substituting (6) and (7) in (2): we have (8)

v.4

In the graphs Of wisnre 1 .4the variables of the values of

Sand~~,uPui f rom the value It Is ap-

parent from the graphs that with current materials (tFS 2.10 %

the minimal losses In the bend all ready with 1.0.02 becomes In-

admissibly large (more than 2db/900), The optimal radius of the

bend Is around 220A .4and the acceptable value, obviously, Is only

In the short wave section of the submillimettar range (with ?'-0.3

millimeters and =2.08, Reef a 45 millimeters).

Losses In the bend can be substantially reduced with the reduotion

ofi~' Thus, with 1,3  10- even the value?~ 2.5.910 Is

(6)



fully acceptable, which corresponds to Ei/ %V 1.01 and will allow

us to increase the lateral dimensions approximately 10 times in com-

parison with DV in air. Nevertheless, the required bend radii

(RIA48"i03), obviously, are Inadmissible in all the submillimetera

range of waves (even with% 0.1 millimeters and F_= 2.08, Roft=540

millimeters).

Thus, by using the simplest variant of a multilayer DV in a

situation where it must be subjected to bends, it is possible to

realize a substantial (by one order of magnitude) gain in the lat-

eral dimensions only in the optical and near infrared wave ranges,

even then on the condition that the loss angle of the materials will

not be higher than 10 + 10

The transition to multilayer DV with a nonuniform casing will

open up the additional possibility of controlling their parameters.

By changing th. size of the separate areas of the casing and the

parameters of their materials, it is possible to change the proper-

ties of the DV within broad limits and to obtain such a coupling of

them, which is impossible in DV with a uniform casing. We shall call

such a multilayer DV with a nonuniform casing composlted.h

"Composited" DV

A composited DV is this bar made from material with E, > E >4 -

bounded on several sides with material with , and on the remain-

(7)



Ing - with a medium with P-, for examole, with air. Several exam-

ples of such DV are satisfactorily described by the models, shown

in cross section in Figure 2.

IV

Figure 2

As it will be shown below, examples of the bar of such DV dur-

Ing maintenance of a single wave regime might be taken almost as

large as examples of a bar in a uniform casing with E. On the other

hand, withaE= 1 such a DV has free access to the internal field.

But a more attractive feature is the peculiarity of the behavior

of the composited DV in the bent sections. Emiszion from the bend

of such a DV must depend on the direction of the bend. One can ex-

pect that the emission from such a bend, during which the free side

of the bar is external, is determined by the value of the slowing

down with respect to the medium withE. Then the overall dimen-

sions of such a bend can be significantly smaller than in DV in a

uniform casing with .

Unfortunately, rigorous calculation of the characterisitics of

comoosited DV is exceptionally tedious. Because of the presence of

additional boundaries of partition, this calculation must be sig-

nificantly more comolex than the calculation of a rectangular DV

with a uniform casing. A relatively simple model, which adequately

8L



describes such a DV wIthS >>g, is the so called nonsymmetric plane

DV, representing a layer of dielectric with C, with a thickness of

2@, the medium of on side of which has a dielectric constant ofG(

and from the other - 4,

Operations (68) and (69) are devoted to an analysis of a non-

symmetric plane DV. We have carried out a numerical solution of the

characterisitc equation, and have calculated the wave numbers, the

propagation constant, the effective size of the field along both

sides from the plate and the structural attenuation factor due to

losses In the material of the plate and adjacent media frosthe waves

i, H', N3, and E,, E49 E. and the following parameter correlations:

El= 1.5; E3, = 1; Ea=; 1.01; , = 2.28; 4, =1; E,= 1; 1.05; 1.3;

and 2.08; .,= 3.9; CS = 1; = 1; 1.05 and 2.08 in the wide range

of values presented for the thickness of the plate.

Not being able to present in this work all the results, we shall

only carry out the dispersion characterisitics for the case off,=

2.28 (polyethylene); E. = 1; g = 2.08 (teflon). They are noted by

the sign eeIn the graphs In Figures 3 and 4. The upper curves cor-

respond to E, wave In Figure a and R, wave In Figure b, and the

lower ones - accordingly to waves Ea and Ha . The value U In the

graphs is the moderating ratio of the wave with respect to the medi-

um with E- connected with the value discussed earlierA in the cor-

relation V' x j~ 7 ew-)- + (9)

As it is apparent from the graphs, the value U complies with the

(9)
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Inequalities (10)

during which the execution of the left equality from (10) corres-

ponds to the critical frequency, while the right - to the infinitely

high frequencies. The physical meaning of the left inequality from

(10) complies to the fact that the field of the wave in a medium

#ith fa exponentially decreases during removal from the guide bar

with F,; during its nonperformance the field in the medium with

will have the form of plane waves, propagated at a certain angle to

the axis Z and carrying away energy from the guide bar.

The Relative Dimensions and Ranges of a

Nonsymmetric Plane DV

Analysis of the critical conditions for the next highest type

of wave has shown that the thickness of the plate with parameters,

characteristic for the curves in Figures 3 and 4, can be taken 3.5

to 3.6 times larger than the thickness of the plate in air ( Fj= 2.28;

~~A 1). It is interesting to note that in the case of a uniform

environment (&,= 2.28; e= E,= 2.08) it is possible to increase

the thickness of the plate only 2.5 times (30% less).

It is also interesting to compare the range properties of the

DV under consideration. Considering that the minimal wave length

of the range Amin, corresponds to the critical conditions of the next

highest type of waves and assuming that in the maximal wave length

range the slowing down must be equal to a certain minimal value

apn for the overlap coefficient of the range D a / .we have(nun



V (ii)

Assuming in the case under consideration 0.02, for the

nonsymmetric DV we have DM - 1.67 and Dr) = 1.58, whereas for the

symmetrical variant DH, = 1.56 and D& = 1.49 (9 + 11% less).

Thus, the plane nonsymmetric DV exceeds the symmetrical variant

both in the allowable lateral dimensions and In the width of the

operational range.

Possibilities of an Approximate Calculation

For the calculation of models closer to a real situation in

picture 2 It is possible to use an approximate approach, first de-

scribed by V. Shlosser in (70) and extensively used by YT. Narkatili

in (73). It is also thoroughly described in the summary (72). This

approach is based on assumptions that the fields In the regions

jxja; lyfq can be described as a single trigonometric function

inside the bar and as a single exponential function outside the bar,

and it Is possible that we will not at all be intersted in the fields

in the regions IxI> 4; )yTP8.In (71) it Is demonstrated that such

an approach will give satisfactory results for smalltparticularly

in the region far from the critical frequency.

The oharacterisitic equation derived by the method described

(12)



can be represented in the form U= U (12)

wherejis the immeasurable inner wave number (66) of the plane DV

with a thickness 2 made from material withe in the case of model

2; UM is the moderating ratio (with respect to the medium with E,)

of the plane nonsymmetric DV considered above.

The results of calculating the slowing down according to equa-

tion (12) for DV with various ratios of i/q are presented in

The designations of such types of waves are assumed, as in (72)

to be the following: the literal symbol (E) indicates the field (in

this case, electrical) according to whiah the direction of polari-

zation is evaluated; the upper letter index (x or y) indicates the

axis of the coordinates, in the direction of which, basically, the

indicated field is polarized; the lower numerical indices indicate

the number of variations of the field in the directions of the re-

spective coordinate axes.

One should expect that the precision of these results will in-

crease with an increase in U. The values of U(4,(the broken line

segments of the curves) contradict the physical considerations, as

long as the waves, going with the slowing down Ucjjmust radiate.

Estimations of the width of the operating range according to

criterion (11) indicate that it decreases with a decrease in./4.

(13)
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Withd8/*,= 2 the decrease Is small and amounts--to 2 +7.With
0/.$*5 model 2 Is significantly more advantageous from the point

of view of range properties*
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